
Forecast Methodology 
 
How the forecast is built 
 

Every state in the US is made up of counties, which are made up of precincts. We                 
studied each one of the roughly 36,000 precincts and broke them down by demographics and               
historical voting patterns dating back to 1992. This data allows us to characterize each precinct               
in a unique way and sort them into groups, which lets us correlate individual precincts around                
the country - i.e a rural precinct in northeastern Mississippi is similar to one in northwestern                
Georgia but not to one in northeastern Minnesota. This lets us project data we have from one                 
precinct onto another - which gives us a better understanding of voting patterns and intentions               
where we traditionally don’t have sufficient data. 
 
The forecast runs on 2 distinct models - a turnout-by-demographics model and a             
voting-by-demographics model. In other words, who’s showing up and who they’re voting for. 
 
Turnout 
 

By studying historical voting patterns and census data, we get a sense of 1) how many                
eligible voters there are in each precinct and 2) how many are actually going to show up. We                  
look at 2 variables to determine turnout in each precinct: 
 

1) The model projects the change in the pool of eligible voters, which we calculate using a)                
census data which measures organic population growth as well as domestic migration            
and b) voter registration files and data which show the addition or loss of new voters in                 
each county/precinct. The model uses population growth projections for each county in            
order to determine the growth in eligible voters and then adjusts to the actual voter               
registration data reported by the secretary of state, if the two differ. This allows us to                
forecast election day turnout rather than what’s happening right now or rely on pollster              
turnout models. 

 
2) The model uses enthusiasm gauges which measure how energized each party is to             

vote. To put our process in simple terms, if Democrats aren't as energized the model will                
have turnout closer to 2016 levels and if they're extremely energized the model will              
project turnout closer to 2008 levels, adjusted for population growth and other previously             
mentioned data points like demographic shifts. Enthusiasm is measured by a           
combination of polling enthusiasm questions (both enthusiasm FOR and enthusiasm          
AGAINST) and unfavorability ratings of the candidates. 

 
 
 
 
 



Voting Intention 
 

It's not just how many voters turn out in each precinct, it's who they vote for. This part of                   
the model is rather straightforward - each precinct, as mentioned earlier, is broken down by               
demographic subgroup i.e how many voters are between ages 18 and 29, how many are               
Hispanic/Latino etc. We then look at the underlying data (microdata or breakdowns) in polling to               
determine how each of these groups will vote. We use rolling averages of state polls, which we                 
then break down into counties and then precincts, based on voter surveys and census data.               
Using rolling averages allows the model to weed out outliers but also stores the outlier data and                 
reviews it when new data is added to detect possible underlying trends. 
 
Having a model built on precinct-level data allows the forecast to use polls of congressional and                
legislative districts, as well as county-level polling, which typical models can't use, allowing for a               
more data-rich projection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How the model processes data 
 

Turnout: The model runs through new registration data twice a day, at 8AM and 8PM               
EST, from data given by state officials as well as independent organizations and campaigns.              
Polls and surveys which gauge enthusiasm and unfavorability of the candidates are added to              
the model when they’re released but are only processed at the aforementioned times. 
 

Voting: The model runs after each individual state poll data is inputted, an action which               
takes about 15 minutes after the poll is seen in our polling average at the bottom of each                  
forecast page. It is noteworthy that because we use rolling averages, most new polls won’t               
change the outcome of the forecast and data which shows significant deviation from the              
average is placed on hold until additional data either confirms or rejects a new trend. Starting                
October 1st, no data will be put on hold and will instead be used instantly.  



Data Variables 
 

We use several variables and coefficients when projecting turnout in individual precincts            
due to various factors like voter suppression and the ongoing COVID19 pandemic. 
 

1. Voter suppression: To account for voter suppression, we use variables in precincts            
where the practice is common. The variables are meant to account for a) a surprise               
voting roll purge which lowers the amount of registered voters able to vote (most              
common in Georgia) which lowers turnout amongst older voters of color and college             
students and b) states which put significant hurdles on voting safely (most common in              
Texas), which lowers turnout amongst older voters who may fear for their lives voting in               
person. These measures don’t affect the model in a significant way but given the razor               
thin margins expected in some of these races, these variables are present in about              
9,000 precincts. 
 

2. COVID19 turnout: These variables are mostly present in big cities of states considered             
safe for either political party. The variables capture the assumption by some older voters              
in non-competitive states and districts which will opt to skip voting in person due to the                
dangers of the pandemic. Similar to the voter suppression variables, these don’t affect             
the model in a significant way but are present in about 6,500 precincts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For additional model information, media inquiries or professional services requests, please           
email 2020@OurProgress.org. If you’re a campaign or organization who wants access to our             
data for targeting purposes, feel free to contact us as well. 
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